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Started in 2018, TØRRENTIAL. is an art project created by Sergei Kopytin, a multi-instrumen-
talist and a songwriter based in Oulu, Finland. Expressive, deep and dark, the sound of the 
project is not bound to or limited by any genre. TØRRENTIAL.’s self-produced debut EP, “Cha-
meleon Wasteland”, was independently released on the 22nd of March, 2019. The record 
forms one single piece of music by concept and design, painting a sonic picture of an emo-
tional trip a person embarks on when nding himself on the verge of change. With the 
second record already in the works, Sergei is looking for the team to turn this passion project 
into an active live band. 

“If you do it from the heart and out of pure passion, writing music is like deci-
phering your own self. It connects you to everything you are, turns you inside 
out, and puts you back together again. It helps you to capture a chunk of your 
life and the state you’ve been at during a specic moment in time in a way 
nothing else can. That’s how it feels to me.

TØRRENTIAL. is an “art project” with a very strong DIY attitude. It kicked o  with 
the release of “Chameleon Wasteland”, my rst record in nearly 6 years (ref. 
«Wimfolsfestta» by Wall of the Eyeless, 2013). This piece of music was originally 
meant to be a “reference” of sorts, meaning just a couple of tracks recorded 
and put online to supplement my “band members wanted” ads and demon-
strate the approximate direction I wanted to take musically. However, while 
working on it I understood that doing it this way won’t work if I wanted to end 
upup with something that would feel like me at that moment in time. So I kept on 
working and deciphering until I felt I had something right. 

The result is a record so closely tied to a certain period of my life that I think I 
won’t ever be able to draw the line between the two. Dealing with the realiza-
tion of how important it is to confess to yourself that you're going through the 
changes within, this record is my own sonic trip through inner doubts, emotions, 
and change captured on tape. It’s vulnerable. It’s honest. It’s real. And I think 
that’s exactly the way it’s supposed to be. I’m deeply connected to those songs, 
and if those songs would help me to connect with you it would mean a great 
dealdeal to me.

There is more music on the way, and this release is also a message. I’m search-
ing for the right people to join TØRRENTIAL., and I’m looking really forward to 
turning this project into an active live band. If you liked the record, please send 
it to someone. Share it somewhere. Include a track or two to your playlist. Every 
listener matters and your help is highly appreciated.

Everyone can get this record for free. Digital version is in open access. The CDs 
are sent out to subscribers chosen at random on a regular basis. More details 
are at the website, www.thisistorrential.com

Thank you for being here. Your presence means the world to me and I am truly 
grateful to meet you this way. “

/Sergei.

The Context.



@thisistorrential

www.thisistorrential.com

Say hello:
chameleonwasteland@gmail.com

STAY IN TØUCH.
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